The European Programme of the Global Earth Repair Summit was blessed with 23 Speakers, 2 Live Ceremony Hosts, 4 Youth Activists, 1 Storyteller, 7 Facilitators, and 2 Tech Assistants, from 19 different countries.

From the Opening Ceremony message “let's just be Beings instead of Human Beings, beings as all other beings”, to the final “what are the questions I am not asking myself?”, momentum gained.

With diversity from within the panel, audience and vision, the outcome is rich and vibrant… Love and Seeds - Regenerative Education - Bees and Bumblebees - Mentor Plants - Design Webs - Youth Voices - Climate Design - Proper Scale - Food Forests and Agroforests - Community Services - Refugee Care - Territories for All - and much more!

On the final session of the final day, the Youth inspired and moved with sharings, questions, reflections. We took time to respond to the Question “What do you think of when you hear 'Global Earth Repair'?”, this was the result:

Bountiful thanks to all those that were present Live and all those viewing recordings, providing feedback, growing the summit further over time.

We will continue to listen and project, to manifest an even more beautiful and powerful GER summit in 2023.